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Fall Contest

Open to all current members of InScribe Christian Writers' Fellowship
Offered each year in conjunction with InScribe's Fall Conference
Members are not required to attend the Fall Conference to enter the
contest
Submit only new, original, unpublished work (No simultaneous submissions
accepted, i.e., do not send same manuscript to another contest
Enter as many times and in as many categories as you wish, but do not
enter the same piece in more than one category
Entries must strictly adhere to the guidelines stipulated for each category
The required Entrance Fee of $30 per entry (includes professional critique)
must accompany each submission
Entrance Fee is waived for those 18 years of age and under
Cash Prizes & Award Certificates are presented to 1st, 2nd, & 3rd place
winners in each category & Aware Certificates may be presented to
Honourable mentions in some/all categories
Judges are chosen from professional writers & entries are evaluated
according to a scoring rubric. Rubrics will be posted on the website
A minimum number of entries will be required to keep each category open
Acceptance of a prize grants First North American Serial Rights to InScribe

Submission
Deadline: Midnight,
September 1, 2020

Contest Details, Guidelines, Entry Form
will be posted in June 2020

https://inscribe.org/
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with
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For everything there is a season, and a time for every purpose 
under heaven.
~ Ecclesiastes 3:1 (ASV)

My first “From the Editor” column appeared in FellowScript’s 
Fall 2016 issue. The title of my column was also the issue’s 
theme, “Your Writer’s Toolkit.” I wrote, “The tools provided 
in this issue will help you develop the skills required for your 
craft or sharpen the skills you already possess.” Although it 
wasn’t my intention at the time, this statement summarized 
my objectives as the magazine’s editor. It also correlated with 
InScribe’s purpose statement: “to minister to Canadian Christian 
writers by stimulating, supporting, and encouraging them in the 
advancement of their writing . . .”

During my time as editor-in-chief, I hope I’ve delivered what I 
promised readers in that first column: “a storehouse of writing 
tools for your writer’s toolkit” so you could “select the tools that 
are just right for the particular project you’re working on” and 
“use them to produce, polish, publish, and promote your work.”

In that first column, I also wrote, “Once you’ve mastered your 
craft, you can pay your dues by passing [these tools] along to 
other apprentice writers so they, too, can hone their craft.” 
Helping novice writers improve and promote their writing was 
the reason I created the “YA Scribe’s Write” page. I offered the YA 
editor position to a talented emerging writer, Chiante Guretzki. 
She’s done a terrific job of acquiring YA writers and working with 
me to help them perfect their skills.

Before succeeding Sheila Webster as FellowScript’s editor-in-
chief, I’d served as columns editor for a year because she’d 
been impressed by my grammar and writing skills. Despite my 
meager editing experience, she then encouraged me to take over 
as editor-in-chief when she was ready to step down from this 
position.

When Carol Schafer resigned as columns editor after the February 
issue, I remembered Sheila’s willingness to take a chance on a 
greenhorn. Although Carol Harrison lacks editing experience, 
I have confidence in her writing and communication skills. 
Therefore, I offered her this position and was delighted when 
she accepted. She’ll be joining the other talented InScribers—
editors, writers, and designers—who’ve made my time leading 
the magazine’s editorial team one of my most delightful and 
rewarding experiences. Thank you all! Sheila will once again take 
the helm, returning with renewed enthusiasm and fresh ideas.

Now it’s time for me to focus on my family and my writing, 
including a romance novel, a collection of my published work, 
some nonfiction books, and my blog posts on InScribe Writers 
Online and my own blog, Writer Ink Well at https://writerinkwell.
weebly.com/.

My Farewell to 
FellowScript
By Nina Faye Morey, 
Editor-in-Chief

Romanced by 
God
By Tracy Krauss,
President

Walk into any bookstore and you’ll find the largest fiction section 
is usually romance. It’s a huge genre containing multiple sub-
genres, with literally millions of titles to choose from in any online 
search. While the majority of strictly romance readers tend to be 
female, it’s not just for women. Other genres like action, mystery, 
thriller, science fiction, western—the list could go on—typically 
have a romantic subplot. What is it about falling in love that 
captures the human heart?

I think it is in our nature to seek out love. Our deepest desire is 
to be cherished by someone; to feel special. It’s why we hold 
onto ideas like  “love at first sight” or the notion that there is 
one special person out there for each and every one of us. We 
fantasize about the kind of romantic lover that would cross an 
ocean, walk on nails, or run through an airport just to catch his or 
her one true love. 

I’m no expert on the topic, but I like to think I have some 
experience when it comes to finding true love. I met my husband 
when I was seventeen. He is far more romantic in the traditional 
‘flowers and poetry’ sense than I am—something I’ve come to 
appreciate when I talk to other women who long for even a small 
amount of attention from their spouses. Forty years later—thirty-
seven of them married—and we’re still together. Sure, we’ve had 
ups and downs, but despite our imperfections, we still know that 
we have the others’ back. We’re in this thing for the long haul, no 
matter what. 

God’s love is a lot like that—without the idiosyncrasies, 
misunderstandings, and down and out fights, of course. God loves 
us with the kind of deep, unconditional love that only He can give. 
He didn’t just run through an airport, He laid down His life so that 
we could come into the most intimate relationship with Him. His 
love for us is often related to that of a bridegroom with His bride. 
Now if that isn’t romantic, I don’t know what is!

In Ephesians 3:17-19 Paul says, “And I pray that you, being rooted 
and established in love, may have power, together with all the 
Lord’s holy people, to grasp how wide and long and high and 
deep is the love of Christ, and to know this love that surpasses 
knowledge—that you may be filled to the measure of all the 
fullness of God.” (NIV)

As Christian writers, our mandate is to showcase the love of Christ 
through our words, whether we write romance of not. It’s the 
least we can do for the One who loves us the most.
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If you were tasked with uttering one true statement with which no 
one could rationally argue, the phrase “nobody’s perfect” would 
serve. Even a superficial survey of an individual’s relatives and 
acquaintances would reveal imperfections.

Often the statement “nobody’s perfect” is made in an attempt 
to silence a person’s detractors. No matter how thoughtless, 
incompetent, obnoxious, or downright corrupt someone may be, 
we seek to lessen the impact of their negative traits by implicating 
everyone else through the comment, “nobody’s perfect.” We do 
this on behalf of children who misbehave, teenagers who act their 
age, spouses who don’t, workmates who slack off, bosses who 
bully, and writers who break faith with their readers.

Of course, to hold anyone to a standard of perfection is to 
guarantee disappointment all around. But we must avoid the trap 
of thinking that since nobody’s perfect, anything goes.

Any society, from the most simple to the most sophisticated, has 
some boundaries to honour. These now seem rather fluid. Witness 
the shift of valuing individualism and personal self-expression over 
self-sacrifice for the common good. Writers scramble to keep up 
with social trends and shifts in English usage—how many spaces 
to employ after a period in a manuscript and trends in the use and 
abuse of commas.

As writers, we know that nobody’s perfect. Rarely do we make 
it all the way through a book without spotting an error of some 
description. If it is not an outright error, at least we feel we could 
have expressed it better. And that’s just with other people’s 
writing! Have you ever read through a piece of your own and not 
discovered a tweak to make (or one that should have been made 
before it was published)? But the fact that our readers may identify 
mistakes or weaknesses in our work does not give us license to be 
lazy in exercising our craft.

As Christian writers, cutting ourselves some slack because, 
after all, the saying “nobody’s perfect” really runs against the 
scriptural standard of doing all for the glory of God. Personally, I 
find it helpful to remember that regardless of the piece of writing 
I’m working on, it is not for my own benefit, whether financial 
or artistic. It is not even only for my readers’ amusement or 
instruction. Ultimately, when I string words together, I reveal the 
esteem in which I hold God—and often unwittingly.

Intentionally remembering my purpose to glorify God keeps me 
from excusing my tendency toward sloppy thinking and careless 
expression. While most writers write to inspire, instruct, or 
entertain their human audience, everything we write reflects on 
God. So I encourage you to consider the responsibility and privilege 
that we have from our heavenly Father to represent Him well in 
the world. This may preclude us from writing that which magnifies 
the sinful heart of humanity rather than the greatness and majesty 
of our God. Let us not fall into the trap of writing merely to dazzle 
our readers, but to write of such themes and in such a way as to 
draw attention to the One who made us, saved us, and gifted us for 
His glory.

So, whether you write fiction or non-fiction, or whatever genre 
you choose, do all to the glory of God. (A writer’s paraphrase of 1 
Corinthians 10:31)

Though now retired from his day job, Ron Hughes blogs 
weekly at FellowPilgrim.org. He has written four published 
books, and has a couple more languishing on his hard 
drive. Ron keeps a busy speaking schedule with about 
forty engagements a year. He lives on a farm in Ontario›s 
Niagara Peninsula.
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Nobody’s Perfect
By Ron Hughes
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So, whether you write fiction or non-fiction, or what-
ever genre you choose, do all to the glory of God. (A 
writer’s paraphrase of 1 Corinthians 10:31)
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Fun fact: I fell into romance writing by accident and don’t consider 
myself a romance writer. Happily, I can still offer tips on where to 
find inspiration!

Don’t tell anyone, but romance is all around! You only have to 
look. If you know people who are dating, engaged, or married, talk 
to them. How did they meet? What drew them to one another? 
What do they like best about each other? If they’re open, probe 
deeper, explaining that you may weave some of their details into 
your fabricated plot. (Who doesn’t want to see themselves in a 
story?) What does their partner do that drives them batty? What 
do they argue about most? Have they ever taken a break from 
their relationship? If so, why?

If they seem uncomfortable with the darker parts of their 
narrative, ask yourself “what if” questions. What if one of them 
had an unexpected call from God, and the other person wasn’t 
on board? What if one of them saw a text on their beloved’s 
cellphone and misinterpreted its significance? What if one or both 
sets of parents disapprove?

In love and romance, the stakes are high. Your readers should be 
rooting for your protagonists. Conflict between the couple drives 
your plot, creating doubt, intrigue, and a little bit of nail-biting. 
Will the couple get together and stay together? Having them 
break up when your readers are invested makes for a far more 
interesting story and keeps them turning the page.

News and magazine articles are a source of inspiration outside 
your own circle of family and friends. Read stories about real-life 
couples with an eye to how you might use some of their details 
in your plot or character development. Did the couple meet at 
the race track? What were they doing there? Did two people 
fall in love after one rescued the other from a riptide? Was their 
breakup due to a fear that their feelings were based on nothing 
more than the act of heroism? Did a couple meet at a competition 
like “America’s Got Talent” and end up vying for first place? How 
did their romance survive? You can also use unexpected elements 
from some of these true stories. While Ashley Smith and Brian 
Nichol didn’t have a romantic relationship, Ashley’s emotional 
responses to him as her kidnapper helped me write Mary Jo’s 
reactions in “Mysterious Ways.”¹

You can find plenty of inspiration in your own life too, even if 
it’s not all romantic. My husband once left the sunroof open on 
our car and a praying mantis flew in. I remembered that incident 
when I wrote “A Ray for Mary Jo,“ a story that was published in an 
anthology based on silly laws.² The statute I chose to write about 
said it was against the law to kill any living thing in Fayetteville, 
Arkansas. What if my heroine killed a bug and her love interest, a 
cop, caught her in the act?

Think about your personal interests as well. Do you collect 
stamps? Do you love to curl? Do you secretly want to work for 
CSIS? In “Bonny Blue Christmas,” I used my fascination with all 
things Swedish to create Annika, a woman of Swedish descent 
who owns a Scandinavian restaurant.³ Though encouraged to 
pursue a romance with her chef, Kjell, who was trained at a 
Swedish culinary school, Annika falls for an American who isn’t 
quite upfront about his career. How does his secret job impact 
their relationship?

These are just a few thoughts to get you started; hopefully, 
they’ll encourage you to come up with additional sources of 
inspiration. Love is in the air. Can you feel it?!

¹Susan Barclay, “Mysterious Ways,” in All Wrapped Up, ed. 
Amy Blizzard, et al. (High Springs, FL: Highland Press, 2012), 
186-221.
²Susan Barclay, “A Ray for Mary Jo,” in No Law against Love: 
Laws Matter Little - When Love Finds a Way, ed. DeborahAnne 
Macgillivray, et al. (High Springs, FL: Highland Press, 2006), 
380-391.
³Susan Barclay. “Bonny Blue Christmas,” in On a Cold Winter’s 
Night, ed. Patty Howell, et al. (High Springs, FL: Highland Press, 
2009), 215-254.
*These stories can also be purchased on their own via Amazon.
ca. Only 99 cents each for the Kindle version!

Susan Barclay writes from Kitchener, Ontario, where 
she lives with her husband, young adult son, and 
Boston Terrier. She is an eclectic writer, always 
ready to try a new genre or target a new audience. 
Though she loves her husband and family very much, 
her greatest romance is with Jesus.
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My Journey as a Beginning Writer

As a storyteller, my journey began as 
a young child. The discovery of writing 
those stories happened in my third-
grade classroom with Mrs. Thompson. 
A story begins in the mind, but writing a 
story is more challenging. Beginning as 
a writer, I needed the knowledge that 
it was not only possible but valuable to 
put those ideas, words, and thoughts 
onto paper for others to read. If God 
had gifted them to me, they were a gift 
to others as well.  Being introduced to 
InScribe Christian Writers’ Fellowship, 
I attended workshops and the Fall 
Conference, gathering information for 
help and inspiration from other writers.

I learned that it is crucial for writers to 
read the work of others. I have returned 
to reading as much as I can: books, 
papers, magazines, blogs or whatever 
I have around me. It is interesting to 
see how this develops ideas, and I 
find myself thinking of ways I could 
have worded passages to flow or read 
more easily. This amuses me. I am also 
shocked at how many spelling errors I 
find in published work, which makes me 
far more concerned about my own. 
The most difficult lesson I am learning 
is how to become more disciplined 
in writing with intent and not just as 
a pastime. I am learning to schedule 
time into my days for writing and 
make it a priority. I have a story to 
tell. Sometimes, it is about things I 
have experienced—life lessons, God 
moments, and revelations. Other times, 
God speaks to me through scripture and 
meditation, and He asks me to share it 
with my brothers and sisters.
 
Friends have given me faith that God 
has gifted me. We dare not waste His 
gift.

~Jewell Vanstone, Lang, SK
Membership Coordinator

jhvanstone@gmail.com

Though we have only been meeting a 
few short months, already our group 
has developed into a living organism 
with God-design encompassing it. 
Watching the uniqueness of each 
personality mesh together into a 
vibrant circle of support has been 
nothing short of awe-inspiring.
 
To borrow the words of a famous 
trademark, the first insight into how 
to start a writer’s group is to “just 
do it.” The second insight is to enjoy 
the journey. Get together, have fun, 
learn from each other, and watch 
what God will do. The third insight 
from our short excursion in the 
writing group world is to be prepared 
to give and receive from each other. 
The fourth, and most important, 
insight is to allow God to lead. His 
plans for each writer’s group are 
far greater than anything we could 
dream.

~ MaryAnn Ward, Balgonie, SK
Artist/Author/Speaker

https://maward.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/

maryann.ward.7545

Insights in How to Start a Writer’s Group

After two years of encouragement, 
Regina has a Christian writer’s group. 
How did it all begin? Honestly, with 
a great deal of apprehension and 
uncertainty on my part. Fearless leader, 
I’m not! 

It has been nothing short of amazing to 
hear the vision rising from this little band 
of published and soon-to-be-published 
authors.

We may be few, six to date, but our 
God-dreams are many. We span a wide 
variety of ages, writing experience, 
and genres. Almost like the disciples of 
long ago, one would wonder how this 
group could ever accomplish anything. 
But watch out! I see great things rising 
from the oozing pens of this band of 
enthusiastic scribes and minstrels.

We meet monthly, always sharing a 
mini-devotional, sometimes critiquing a 
short piece of writing. We incorporate 
small writing prompts that have proved 
valuable in discovering each other›s 
God-inspired passions, purposes, and 
personalities. Expertise is shared, prayer 
is extended, and inspired vision released. 

InScribe Winter Contest Winners 2020
Congratulations to the winners!

• Nonfiction - Sharon Espeseth - “Publishing God’s Glorious 
Deeds”

• Poetry -  Kathleen Friesen - “Creativity”
• Devotional - Pat Gerbrandt - “Looming Mountains”

The winner in each category received a $100 prize. Thank 
you to all who entered and to our esteemed judges for all 
their hard work and wisdom.

By Susan Barclay

mailto:jhvanstone%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:https://maward.ca/?subject=
mailto:https://www.facebook.com/maryann.ward.7545%0D?subject=
mailto:https://www.facebook.com/maryann.ward.7545%0D?subject=
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Creating and sustaining strong relationships 
with editors is crucial if you want to 
have a successful career as a freelance 
writer. As a freelance writer and editor, 
I’ve experienced both sides of this tricky 
working relationship. Like any successful 
partnership, it’s built on a foundation of 
respect, trust, tact, and truthfulness.

An editor is a freelance writer’s best friend. 
Not necessarily in a “let’s go for coffee” 
way, but in a talented, dependable, and 
indispensable colleague sense. They’re 
someone you can depend on to assign you 
stories, test out your story ideas, and help 
you “weed the garden” to create a clean, 
publication-ready piece.

So, once you’ve found an editor who’s 
interested in you (or at least in that piece 
you’ve submitted), what can you do to 
establish and maintain a mutually beneficial 
and ongoing working relationship with 
them? As a magazine editor, allow me to 
offer you a few tips:

1) Be a considerate communicator.

Promptly return your editor’s emails, calls, 
or texts. If they’ve thought well enough of 
you to offer you an assignment, be sure to 
provide a timely answer. This is especially 
important for last-minute assignments. 
Thank them for the opportunity, even if 
you’re declining the offer.

Keep any correspondence with your editor 
brief, professional, and to-the-point. While 
you may occasionally need to check in with 
them for some reason, never allow yourself 
to become a pest. If you have several 
questions about an assignment, consolidate 
them into one concise email.
 
2) Be skillful and reliable.

Be the freelance writer your editor enjoys 
working with on a regular, ongoing basis. 
They’re always on the lookout for skillful, 
reliable, easy-to-work with writers who’ll 
make their life easier. If you’re a writer who 
pitches exceptional story ideas and angles, 
writes suitable stories, submits clean copy, 
and always meets their deadlines, your 
name will be at the top of their go-to-list for 
story assignments.

Be your editor’s best ally—the writer who 
can be counted on to fill a hole in a pinch 
when another writer fails to deliver on 
time, submits an unacceptable piece, or 
withdraws their story rather than make 
requested revisions. If you’re able and 
willing to do them this favour, chances are 
they’ll remember and return the favour 
when they’re looking to assign a feature 
story.

3) Read and respect a magazine’s 
guidelines.

Read a magazine’s guidelines carefully 
and stick to specified word counts, writing 
styles, manuscript formats, and so on. Fulfill 
your assignment’s requirements and ask 
questions if you’re unclear about what’s 
expected. Your editor should only have to 
ensure that you’ve met their requirements 
and do some minor tweaking once they’ve 
received your manuscript. While an editor 
tries their best to select appropriate writers, 
sometimes an assigned piece turns out to 
be a poor fit. Know enough to say “no” to 
assignments that are clearly not right for 
you.

4) Submit clean copy and meet deadlines.

Build a professional reputation for 
producing clean, quality, print-ready pieces 
on time. Always submit your piece by and 
preferably before deadline to avoid any 
delays due to requested changes. Inform 
your editor immediately if an unexpected 
problem arises that means you’ll miss your 
deadline. They’ll be grateful for the heads-

5 Tips for Working with a Magazine Editor
By Nina Faye Morey, FellowScript Editor-in-Chief

We’d love to publish your poem! Please submit your poem (traditional or free verse, 4-20 lines) to Violet Nesdoly, FellowScript Poetry 
Editor, fspoetryeditor@gmail.com, with the subject line, FellowScript Vivid Verses. If we publish your poem, you will receive $10 for 
first NA serial rights, or $5 for reprint rights.

up and probably willing to grant you an 
extension, provided that you’ve given them 
a good reason and sufficient notice.

5) Be open to edits, revisions, and 
rewrites.

Don’t submit a piece until you’ve 
thoroughly fact-checked; spell-checked 
(especially names and titles); self-edited 
and proofread it to ensure it’s as error free 
and professional as you can possibly make 
it.

Since writing and editing are both 
subjective arts, disagreements are 
inevitable. Your approach to the editing 
process should be open-minded and 
professional. Don’t get into major 
disagreements over minor changes. Save 
your arguments for major revisions or 
rewording that alters the meaning or 
accuracy of your piece. Politely ask why 
your editor made or requested certain 
changes. They’ll be more likely to listen 
to your opinions and respect your wishes 
if you argue and defend your position 
courteously.

Edits and requested revisions won’t seem 
nearly as troublesome if you’re reasonable 
and respectful. Your editor only wants 
what’s best for you and your story. While 
it’s your right to defend your writing 
because it appears under your byline, 
remember that the editor is the one who 
has the final say on which pieces 
will be published.

The Logic of a Promise

By Alvin Ens

The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. 
(John 1: 14)

A well intentioned nothing is just words
Not action, just words words words

But God’s promise became prophecy
Became action became flesh
The incarnate one

The logos was a divine promise of words,
And his Word, the logos, became flesh
And dwelt among us as exhibit A

Insights in Flight

By L. Marie Ens

When I’m flying low
‘Neath the gloom
Of menacing clouds
Looming overhead
Filling me with dread
I am paralyzed
With apprehension.

Then my trustworthy Pilot
Jets me through
That canopy of cloud
To soar above it
Where solar rays
Warm and cheer me
And in their glow
The clouds appear light,
Soft as freshly-carded wool,
No longer threatening.
Fear deplanes; 
Peace boards my craft.

(Previously published in the book, 
Meditations 
by Peter B. and his Daughter, 
L. Marie, ed. Guardian Books, 
Belleville, Ont., 2010.)

Words Aloud

By Dorothy Bentley

words read like strings of beads
lace together mind jewelry
pure as pearls, 
as pebbles washed smooth, 
as freshly ironed textured cloth

spoken poetry like laughter
touch the tickle-spots
light as soap bubbles,
as aloe vera on sunburn,
as evening wine’s medicinal mirth

holy words like God
spoke, flesh on bone, organs
and arteries, tissues and fibres,
as living words grafted,
as walking around images

kissed words like language
pulls, betrayal pushes, nets
cage, barbs catch, 
as fuel and flame ignite, 
as death or life

Words aloud

2020 INSCRIBE FALL CONFERENCE
  

Member plus Non-member Rate
This year InScribe is once again offering the Member plus Non-
member rate of $500. $250 each is a saving on the individual prices, 
even for Early Bird registration. Make sure to ask your non-member 
writing friends and family to come with you this year. Share the 
Blessings!
 

Subsidies are Available
If you would like to attend the conference but are struggling 
financially, apply for a subsidy. See details on our website: https://
inscribe.org/can-we-help-you/.

a page for poetry and poetry lovers

mailto:fspoetryeditor%40gmail.com?subject=
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Just Take it “Bird by Bird”
By Belinda Burston

I had been too busy for too many weeks, 
but at last, I had time to breathe and set 
about putting my small world back into 
some order. The receipts all over my desk 
could finally get sorted, rooms cleaned, 
and schedules updated. I might even 
write something! Instead, with shoulders 
slumped, I wandered the house like a 
resident ghost, one who opened doors 
and gazed on attention-starved rooms, 
sighed, and softly closed them again. The 
piles of receipts only grew. I felt stalled 
and unmotivated, sleeping long and loving 
my bed as I turned over “just once more” 
before facing the day. I personified the 
description in Proverbs 26:14 (GW), where 
the writer says, “As the door turns on its 
hinges, so does a lazy person in bed,” only 
this malaise felt more like incapacity than 
laziness!

I suspect that my case of the doldrums 
had to do with a combination of factors. 
Besides physical exhaustion, I was grieving 
two significant losses that came in close 
succession. One of these was of my ninety-
three-year-old mother-in-law. I knew she 
was ready for her heavenward journey; I 
was happy for her! But below my calm and 
smiling acceptance, I missed this woman—
my friend, as well as another friend who 
had died, without warning, the week after 
her. Such sudden check-outs ought not to 
be allowed, I thought.

Then, almost as subtly as my energy had 
seeped away like the air from a tire, I felt 
strength gathering. It seemed that Someone 
had sealed the hole and was pumping my 
tire up again! One by one, I picked up and 
accomplished tasks that only recently had 
appeared too much for me.

It felt like “re-entry,” rejoining the world of 
the living, breathing, and doing. My passion 
returned for writing, cleaning, and getting 
organized. I wanted to plunge back into the 
river of life with all the other fish and zoom 
through the water with them.

I was grateful for my returning energy, 
yet also for the low-level depression that 
had sapped it. As a writer, life in its many-
coloured hues informs and educates. While 
my stint under a cloud doesn’t compare to 
the Dark Night of the Soul that some have 
endured, I can at least do a better job of 
putting into words how utterly helpless one 
can feel in its grip.

About the time of my reemergence, a friend 
sent a link to the hilarious and wise TED 
Talk by the beloved writer and instructor, 
Anne Lamott, called, 12 Truths I Learned 
about Life and Writing https://youtu.be/
X41iulkRqZU. One of my favourite lines 
from her talk was the quote from her friend 
Paul who, in his seventies, said that he felt 

“Fill your paper with the breathings of your heart.”
-William Wordsworth

Title: Following God One Yes at a Time:
Overcoming the 6 Barriers That Hold You Back
Author: Connie Cavanaugh
Publisher: Harvest House Publishers, 2011
ISBN: 978-0-7369-3017-8
224 pages, available on Amazon: Paperback $23.36, Kindle $7.34 
CDN

After listening to Connie Cavanaugh share her testimony, I 
grabbed her book eager to read whatever advice she might share. 
The title, Following God One Yes at a Time, caught my attention, 
as did the subtitle, Overcoming the 6 Barriers That Hold You Back. 
What might hold you back from following God into a new venture 
He is calling you to? It can be difficult in the middle of the busy 
pace of life to wait and hear the still, small voice of God.

On the back of her book it says:

With humor and compassion, she shares insights and biblical 
truths that will help you:

• hear God more clearly to discern your next step
• celebrate God’s presence in your day-to-day life
• overcome six common barriers to following God 
• trust Jesus and step out, even when the way looks impossible
• discover and pursue the dreams God has for you

The author looks at overcoming six common barriers which 
prohibit following God, including fear, pride, guilt, shame, 
comparison, and doubt. She uses inspirational stories from 
everyday people as illustrations. Throughout her points and 
stories, she brings the reader back to how following God means 
taking one step at a time.

This book had a huge impact on my life. Connie writes in a down-
to-earth style, sharing through the written word in a manner that 

makes the reader feel she gets where you are at, wants to 
share from her heart to help you, 
and grants you great compassion 
no matter where you—the reader—
might be in your life journey. If you 
feel stuck or struggle to move out in 
a new direction, have a dream just 
out of reach, or have no dream at 
all, I highly recommend this book 
which offers wonderful insights 
into following God—one step after 
another.

Editor’s Pick by Carol Harrison
Following God One Yes at a Time

Introducing Carol Harrison
FellowScript’s New Columns Editor

Belinda Burston retired from a fulfilling 
career in social services in 2015. She now 
devotes time to two creative passions: a 
small pie business and writing. Belinda is 
a member of InScribe Christian Writers’ 
Fellowship and The Word Guild. She hosts 
the monthly meeting of The Writers’ Nest, 
which offers encouragement to fellow 
writers. www.whateverhesays.blogspot.
com.

Hi, I am Carol Harrison, the new Columns Editor for FellowScript. 
I live in Saskatoon, SK with my husband, Brian, and am mom to 
four adult children, grandma to a dozen, and great grandma to 
one.

I earned my Bachelor of Education from the University of 
Saskatchewan. I’ve also taken Marcia Laycock’s Devotional 
Writing Course, a speaker training course from Carol Kent, and 
attained my Distinguished Toastmaster designation.

I’ve enjoyed reading and writing since I was young but put the 
writing on hold for many years. In 2010, I published Amee’s Story, 
a memoir of the journey with our youngest daughter who had 
a stroke at birth. Since then, I have enjoyed writing numerous 
pieces of nonfiction, a few poems, and have begun working on 
some fiction. A few of my devotionals have been published in 
The Upper Room. I have pieces in sixteen anthologies, including 
Chicken Soup for the Soul, as well as poems, columns, and articles 
in FellowScript and the Saskatchewan Folklore magazine. My book 
of devotionals, On Track, came out in December 2019.

In addition to writing, I do some editing for my grandchildren in 
their post-secondary courses and for people working on their 
own materials or Bible School courses. I am a youth writing coach, 
communication coach, and communication workshop leader 
as well. I’m passionate about mentoring people of all ages and 
abilities, helping them to find their voices and reach their fullest 
potential. As a storyteller and motivational speaker, I also enjoy 
giving presentations at women’s events and retreats, Bible camps, 
school assemblies, and church events.

As I bring considerably less editing experience to this role, 
replacing Carol Schafer means I have some big shoes to 
fill. However, her editing abilities, willingness to teach, and 
compassion have taught me a lot. I look forward to working with 
and serving the fabulous writers of InScribe as we continue to 
learn and grow in our writing and editing while we serve our Lord 
Jesus.

You can contact me at carol@carolscorner.ca or find me on 
Facebook.

Blessings,

Carol

like “a young man with something really 
wrong with him.” That phrase summed 
up so well how I had felt! But it was what 
Lamott says about the “bird by bird” 
principle that hit home most for me. In 
her famous bestseller by that title, Lamott 
explains that it came from her father’s 
advice to her brother when they were 
children. Her brother was overwhelmed by 
a report on birds that was due the next day, 
yet he had not even begun. Their father 
put his arm around his son’s shoulder and 
said, “Bird by bird, buddy. Just take it bird 
by bird.”

While I don’t have all of the answers on 
finding one’s way back from writer’s block 
or a general slowdown, Lamott’s phrase, 
“bird by bird,” is one of the beautiful exit 
keys.

EDITOR’S CHOICE AWARD

The Editor’s Choice Award is an annual award that is presented at the 
ICWF Fall Conference to a current member of InScribe. The editor-
in-chief of FellowScript chooses one prize winner from among all of 
the members who have contributed an original article, regular or 
mini-column, short story, or poem that was published for first rights 
in the last four issues of the magazine prior to each year’s annual Fall 
Conference. The winner will receive a $100 cash prize plus a certificate 
in recognition of their talent as a writer. In addition to acknowledging 
their writing ability, this award is meant to encourage more of our 
members to submit their work to InScribe’s FellowScript magazine.

https://youtu.be/X41iulkRqZU.
https://youtu.be/X41iulkRqZU.
mailto:www.whateverhesays.blogspot.com.?subject=
mailto:www.whateverhesays.blogspot.com.?subject=
mailto:carol%40carolscorner.ca%20?subject=
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Many writers of inspirational fiction, particularly romantic fiction, 
are currently producing novel series. The stories are generally 
connected by setting, siblings, friends brought close through a 
shared experience, or simply members of a close-knit community.

If you think it might be interesting to write a series, consider the 
following suggestions:

l. Keep detailed notes.

You may have no trouble remembering the minute details of Book 
1; however, by Book 4, will you know the name of the local pastor’s 
wife? The hair color of the female lead in Book 2? What about that 
cowboy’s horse that made an appearance three books ago? Is it 
important? Absolutely, if you want to maintain your credibility. 
Your detailed notes will quickly keep you honest and consistent.

2. Create an appealing setting.

Settings, real or fictional, are as important as characters. If you set 
your series in a real place, be accurate regarding specific sites of 
interest. A reader familiar with your real-life setting will instantly 
pick out your mistakes and lose interest.

Fictional settings are much more engaging and fun to create. 
They’ll be larger than life and most likely have fewer problems 
than real settings. You’ll want to create a handful of recognizable 
locations that will recur in each volume: a popular eatery or coffee 
shop, a church, places of business, perhaps. A park? A community 
gathering place? All should be significant to the fictional locale and 
the fictional people who inhabit it.

Be creative in describing your setting. Include details that will help 
your readers visualize the terrain, the geography, and significant 
landmarks that will be reference points in subsequent books. 
Describe the climate and the flora and fauna that make the place 
unique.

Draw yourself a rough map, a physical layout of your fictional 
locale, with the general proximity of residences and points of 
interest. The map will be a helpful tool for putting what you 
envision into words.

3. Think ahead.

You don’t need to have detailed plots figured out ahead of time for 
every book in your series, but you should have a general idea of 
how each will fit in and play out. Know the lead characters, at least, 
so you can drop them into preceding narratives and perhaps hint at 
circumstances that will define upcoming characters and complicate 
their lives.

4. Names are important.

A serious pitfall for any writer of fiction is giving characters names 
that begin with the same letter: Colin and Connor. You may be able 
to keep them separate, but your readers will find it frustrating and 
confusing, especially if they have to stop in mid-sentence to figure 
out which person is which.

5. Recurring characters.

Readers enjoy seeing characters they’ve met previously. But 
here’s the challenge for the author: How much of that character’s 
backstory should you provide to bring your reader up to speed? In 
my opinion, not much. One paragraph or less should be sufficient. 
After all, it took a whole volume to tell that character’s story. 
A better strategy would be salting relevant details about the 
character into the current narrative, rather than boring your reader 
with many paragraphs of information. If your reader is new to your 
work, hopefully the dearth of detail will be an incentive to acquire 
previous issues in your series.

6. What about cliffhangers?

Ending a novel with a cliffhanger definitely leaves readers eager 
for the next instalment, but what cliffhangers don’t do is leave the 
reader with that complete, satisfied feeling—as if all is finally well 
with the characters they’ve come to know and love. Cliffhangers 
may also be seen as a deliberate ploy to guarantee future sales, 
and that will turn off some readers. Instead, consider offering a 
separate, provocative blurb at the end of your novel to introduce 
the next volume in the series.

Still thinking about a series? Then go for it.

Darlene Polachic is a freelance writer who enjoys writing 
inspirational romantic fiction. Novels in her Ever Green Romance 
Series: To Have, to Hold; For Richer, For Poorer; To Love, To 
Cherish; From This Day; and I Choose You, are available from 
Amazon. Darlene lives with her husband in Saskatoon, SK.

  If you are a young adult Christian writer between 12-24 years of age, Chiante invites you to submit your 600-650  
 word, original, unpublished articles, short stories, and essays, or your poems (traditional or free verse, 4-20 lines) to  
 her at fellowscriptYAeditor@gmail.com. 

A Troll Named Oss
By Mikayla Benterud

Once among distant lands, there 
lived a troll named Oss. He and his 
fellow trolls lived in the caverns of 
the mountains and never saw the 
sun. “Never go out into the daylight,” 
Oss was told, “or you will be turned 
to stone.”

However, they did emerge from 
the mountains at night when their 
shadows were dim. Save, of course, 
for when the moon was bright and 
the stars clear. But trolls never care 
to notice the stars.

Oss, nevertheless, loved the stars and 
wondered at them, and once he even 
mentioned their brilliance. But the 
other trolls scolded him: “We don’t 
come out at night to look at the stars! 
We come to raid farms!”

As years passed, Oss’ desire for 
beauty dwindled. He became bitter 
and wished to leave his mountain and 
the trolls. He had heard of a treasure 
at the end of a mountain stream and 
decided that he would find it and 
hoard it for himself. (Trolls’ specialty, 
of course, is hoarding that which does 
not truly belong to them.)

Oss had discovered many mountain 
streams, but there was one which 
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By Darlene Polachic

was larger and stronger than the 
rest, and he decided to follow its 
path. He travelled in the dark for 
many hours until he was stopped 
dead in his tracks by a small opening 
that yawned before him. A breath 
of cool midnight air wafted through 
the cavern. Oss hardly blinked before 
continuing forward into the open 
night.

He followed the stream, freely 
gazing at the stars and the moon. It 
was easier to breathe out here, he 
noticed, than in the stifling crevices 
under the mountain. By day, he 
slept, hidden away, and by night, 
he traveled, often accompanied by 
owls and hedgehogs from whom he 
learned many wondrous things.

Eventually the stream widened into 
a great lake, and nearby stood a high 
hill of stone. Oss approached it and 
squinted at the words grafted at the 
pinnacle of an archway there:

Climb to the top of me—
All will be revealed to thee,
Treasure you will truly see,
Ere the time of sunrise.

So, he climbed, though all the time 
nervously glancing eastward: the sky 
was rapidly lightening. He desperately 
wondered at what he must do. If he 
stayed, he would surely be turned 
to stone. But would he be able to 
see this treasure before the sun had 
fully risen? Should he abandon his 
search altogether and return to the 
darkness?

But his fears were silenced when he 
turned again to the eastern sky.

It had become a soft colour he 
had never seen, though we might 
recognize it as a pale pink. The east 
then burst forth with light, the fog 

lifted, and the world lay flooded 
in glorious colour. The dark woods 
were dressed in the most infallible 
of greens; the fields and meadows 
embroidered with gold like that 
of young honey; and the waters 
glimmered like perfectly crafted 
crystal. The land lay adorned in colour 
like a golden crown dotted with 
rubies, sapphires, and amethysts.

Oss stood before these, the jewels of 
the world. And he beheld their beauty 
as far as his eyes could see before 
realizing that he, too, stood in the light 
of dawn and was robed with the gold 
of the heavens.

Oss had not been turned to stone, and 
a great joy erupted in his heart! Never 
again would he return to the shadows.

Oss noticed a narrow path that led 
from the base of the stone hill to the 
edge of the lake and continued out of 
sight. He took one more look at the 
land before he scrambled down the 
hill, started along the narrow path, 
and set out to discover the world.

Mikayla Benterud is a writer from 
Alberta who enjoys exploring fantastic 
worlds, even amid her demanding life 
as a student. She can often be found 
strolling in the forest, playing her 
violin, or sipping peppermint tea with 
a good novel within reach.
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During a recent book reading comprised of portions of my faith-
based romances, a young woman asked an intriguing question. 
“Do you even like the heroes in your books?”

My thoughts raced over the qualities of Ben, Cord, Preach, and 
Will. They were tough men, whose muscles bulged under their 
clothing as they righted wrongs and overcame antagonists. 
Although often emotionally unavailable, each one of them hid a 
tender heart beneath the layers of past hurts. All four of them 
were handsome enough to send my pulse rocketing. What wasn’t 
there to love?

Her question inspired an exploration of the study of human 
attraction or the impulse to be drawn to a member of the 
opposite sex. Why did I love to write about the Wild West 
archetype hero? Why did the characters in my novels cause the 
nerves on my arms to tingle but not those of the woman at the 
reading? How could I apply the information I gleaned to improve 
the writing of historical romance novels?

Scientists have studied attraction from a myriad of angles only 
to conclude the phenomenon of what attracts a woman to 
a particular man, and vice versa, cannot be fully explained.¹ 
However, they do agree on a few points.

Men and women are attracted to symmetry. In several studies, 
the more similar both sides of a face appear, the more attraction 
resulted in those observing them. For some reason, we also 
believe symmetrical looks to be related to security and safety. 
And even though someone’s balanced looks are not a reliable 
predictor of their personality, we equate beautiful faces with 
beautiful temperaments. Those with a symmetrical face are 
attributed with all kinds of positive attributes like friendliness, 
kindness, selflessness, and intelligence. The love of symmetry was 
not limited to our opposite’s facial features. Mirror image bodies 
are perceived as more healthy and of better ancestry and thus 
more attractive to the opposite sex.²

Both sexes preferred youthful looks. Men were attracted to 
younger looking faces with large wide-set eyes, small noses, 
broad foreheads, and high cheekbones. Women preferred 
a younger looking male with a masculine face; important 
elements were a wide jawline, prominent facial bones, and high 
cheekbones. Men and women actually determined those with 
youthful looks to be more truthful, sociable, and likeable.³

One of the goals of a romance novel is for the reader to fall 
in love vicariously or, at the very least, root for the budding 
romance between the hero and heroine. If people are attracted 
to symmetrical faces, it was obvious I’d made a mistake when I 
placed a nasty scar on the curve of Cord’s jaw. I’d also identified 
Preach as less kind and selfless by inserting a dark bicuspid in his 
mouth. According to the tendency of attraction, I hadn’t given 

my heroes the advantage of likeability and honesty by mentioning 
their youthful, fresh faced, tender looks. In the future, I will have 
to refrain from burdening my love interests with deformities or 
advanced age, so my readers will be able to identify with the 
heroine’s attraction.

I’m still not sure what drew me to create heroes of the old-
fashioned, rugged, tough guy types. I don’t know why I’m attracted 
to the physically and emotionally imperfect men who roamed 
the woods and plains one hundred years ago. Was I born into 
the wrong era? Should I be wearing long calico dresses, doing my 
laundry in a washtub, and making supper over the fire? Perhaps, 
but it sounds like a tremendous amount of work.

Endnotes:

¹Carolyn Gregoire, “The Strange Science of Sexual Attraction,” 
HuffPost, February 20, 2015, https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/
science-of-attraction-_n_6661522?ri18n=true

²Dr. Rajiv Jhangiani & Dr. Hammond Tarry, Principles of Social 
Psychology – 1st International Edition, BCcampus Open Education: 
September 26, 2014, https://opentextbc.ca/socialpsychology/
chapter/initial-attraction/

³ Jhangiani & Tarry, Principles of Social Psychology

  
In 1995, when Lee Ezell released a 
book called The Cinderella Syndrome, I 
attended a conference where Ezell was 
keynote speaker.¹ The giant glass slipper 
ice sculpture gracing the lobby made me 
wonder why we were both celebrating 
and decrying this stereotypical symbol 
of romance. Ezell’s message provided a 
warning against passively waiting for a 
special someone to change your life. Her 
goal was to burst the bubble of fairy tale 
thinking on your way to a creative and 
fulfilling life in this imperfect world.

While Ezell’s teaching held much truth, it 
left me feeling empty. Perhaps I read too 
much into it. I simply know that for years, 
I chastised myself for remaining stuck in 
romantic dreams and desires. No matter 
how hard I tried to deny my longings, they 
held fast and I chalked it up to immaturity.

Now I’m old, and my view has changed.

There’s a reason why romantic stories—
even the corny ones with princes who fall 
in love with lonely cinder maids—appeal so 
deeply to our hearts. It has to do with the 
way God wired us up. Why else would Jesus 
refer to himself as the bridegroom and the 
church as the bride? Surely He could have 
found a more suitable metaphor, unless 
He knew something we didn’t about our 
design. His unlikely illustration resonates 
with us, male and female alike.

For this reason, the world holds no 
shortage of romantic stories as people 
grasp to fill this aching void. Even books 
that don’t fall into the romance genre 
usually include some element of romance. 
Most of us find stories more satisfying 
when romance is at least hinted at.

Romantic stories attract us because 
the deepest need of the human heart 
is a relationship with our Creator, and 
the ultimate romance occurs between 
God and His people. The best romance 
stories reflect the same elements as 

those demonstrated in Jesus’s love for us. 
Each will include attraction and pursuit, 
but also conflict. Conflict leads to rescue 
and protection, which leads to further 
commitment and cherishing. And always, 
always, self-sacrifice. Where in the history 
of the universe do we see greater self-
sacrifice than in the story of Jesus Christ?

In their book, The Sacred Romance, John 
Eldredge and Brent Curtis wrote that our 
most basic question is: “Who am I really? 
The answer to that question is found in the 
answer to another: What is God’s heart 
toward me, or, how do I affect him? If God 
is the Pursuer, the Ageless Romancer, the 
Lover, then there has to be a Beloved, one 
who is the Pursued. This is our role in the 
story.”¹

Just as importantly, our story has a villain. 
Satan will hurl everything at us to make us 
believe we are unloved. “Even though we 
who are believers have tasted the Ball and 
the love of the Prince in beginning ways,” 
says Eldredge, “the voices of the stepsisters 
continue to speak to us in tones varying 
from whispers to shouts; and like Cinderella, 
each of us has our own years as a ‘cellar 
maid’ that the enemy can whisper to us 
about, causing us to wonder if this isn’t who 
we really are after all.”²

Who is better equipped to tell a story 
of true love and happily-ever-after than 
those of us who know beyond a doubt 
that a glorious future awaits us, where we 
will be forever united with the one who 
knows us best and loves us most? If we as 
Christian writers long to write romantic 
stories that will not merely entertain but 
draw our readers closer to their Creator, 
it’s imperative that we understand this 
truth. The author who most deeply grasps 
the cry of the human heart—not only for a 
redeemer or a physician or even a savior, 
but for a perfect lover—will write the most 
captivating, compelling, and life-changing 
romances of all.

________________________

¹Lee Ezell, The Cinderella Syndrome: 
Discovering God’s Plan When Your Dreams 
Don’t Come True. New York: Vine Books, 
1995.

²Brent Curtis & John Eldredge, The Sacred 
Romance: Drawing Closer to the Heart of 
God. Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Inc., 
1997, 97-98.

³Curtis & Eldredge, The Sacred Romance, p. 
113.

Terrie Todd writes from Portage la 
Prairie, Manitoba. She is a newspaper 
columnist, playwright, author of three 
historical novels, winner of five Word 
Guild Awards and the 2018 ICWF Janette 
Oke Award. This summer Terrie will 
release Out of My Mind: A Decade of 
Faith and Humour.
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By Terri Todd By Lisa J Flickinger

Lisa J. Flickinger is the author of four traditionally published 
historical romance novels. She lives along the Rocky Mountains 
in beautiful Alberta. When not writing or reading, you will find 
her scouring antique shops or sipping a latte with friends and 
family. Her latest novel, Rocky Mountain Redemption (Rocky 
Mountain Revival Book 1), releases in May, 2020 on Amazon.
www.lisajflickinger.com
www.facebook.com/LisaJFlickingerauthor
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It finally happened—my dream came true and a major publisher 
was going to publish my romance novel. My friends and family 
were excited for me, Facebook and Twitter were filled with 
congratulatory remarks, and I was happily writing my next one.

Flash forward about a year later, and I wondered where the joy had 
gone.

My editor did not like my second book. Her edits were so extensive 
that I trashed my original effort. Meanwhile, while I was in the 
doldrums of my sophomore slump, it seemed like everywhere I 
looked on social media another author was celebrating a success.

God has taught me some difficult but valuable lessons through this 
experience, and I would like to share those with others who are 
struggling.

First, let me give some background about why I wanted to write for 
Love Inspired.

Many years ago, my late husband was in the hospital after 
experiencing the first of four heart attacks. I was in the waiting 
room, my thoughts a whirlwind of worry. I tried to pray, but I 
couldn’t concentrate. Then I spotted a Love Inspired book that 
someone had left in the waiting room. I had no experience with 
inspirational romance and no idea that God could speak through 
them.

Life is not always wrapped into the tidy bow of a happy ending 
like it is in romance novels, but this book touched me when I 
needed it the most and reminded me that God is with us in all 
of our circumstances. I never forgot that feeling, and I decided 
that I wanted to write stories that glorified God and gave others 
encouragement when they needed it.

I will start with that point.

Glorify God in your writing:

I promised God that I wanted to write for Him, but somehow along 
the way I got tangled up in other concerns. I had to remind myself 
again of my promise. With a view to this, I now make fellowship 
with God a priority and trust I’ll find time to write. (Proverbs 3:5-6)

Write about what you care about:

There are many tried and true tropes in romance, so it can be 
hard to stand out from the pack. But each of us has things that are 
particularly important to us. Some of mine are Alzheimer’s disease, 
bullying, and literacy. By weaving what concerns you into your 
story, you will have a heartfelt story that showcases your voice.

There are a variety of ways to publish:

There are pros and cons of publishing with any sized publisher. 
Many authors I know have chosen for reasons such as more 
individualized feedback or more control over their projects to work 
with smaller publishers or to self-publish their books. Choose the 
road that feels best for you; or choose many roads! (Galatians 6:4)

Be generous on Social Media:

The Bible says in Acts 20:35, it is better to give than to receive, 
so I do my best to promote and encourage other writers, always 
keeping in mind that, while it’s okay to share our successes, we 
need to be sensitive to those who are going through difficult times 
with writing or other things.

The book I had to rewrite became Instant Father, which is my 
second published book with Love Inspired, and I received a 
contract to write a third one (title and release date TBA). So, I 
did come out of my sophomore slump. But, more importantly, 
I learned that writing is a journey, and there will always be high 
roads and deep valleys and a lot of mundane times of endless, flat 
highways. But if we take God along on our journey, we will learn 
that there are many ways to be successful and remain true to 
ourselves and to God.
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About a year ago, I started writing, mainly as a method of survival.

As God called me to forgive someone who hadn’t earned the 
privilege, I wrote. As God called me to submit to Him what I was 
desperate to hang onto, I wrote. When it felt like God’s will for my 
life had become impossible to attain, I wrote.

I wrote for months, and the words that flowed from my fingers 
provided solid evidence that my heart was calloused and 
unforgiveness was much too content calling me its home. But 
those words also demonstrated that God was calling me out from 
my mess and He had a plan.

A few months ago, I decided to revisit that journey. As I scrolled 
through the document on my laptop, reading each entry, a bigger 
picture emerged.

At first, I didn’t recognize it because its theme was so subtly woven 
through descriptions of my pain, failures, and victories that it got 
lost in the details.

As I moved further along, it became clear that I had unknowingly 
been doing more than just documenting my ups and downs from 
the past year. Plastered all over these pages were examples of the 
lengths my Saviour would go to see me free.

At first, it felt very personal—like I should tuck it away and savour 
its beauty on my own. But on further reflection, I realized it had 
never been meant for me alone. Because I hoped it would find 
a home in the hearts of other women who were hurting, I kept 
writing.

Today, I am thankful God has allowed me to witness His love and 
express His hope as I continue to write this unintended romance on 
a page saved to the desktop of my laptop.

Michele is a Christian 
Blogger from British 
Columbia who loves 
music, languages, travel 
and writing about 
her faith in Jesus. She 
is married with two 
grown children. These 
days, she is excited 
to be co-writing her 
first book. You can 
find her at www.
gracemademeholy.com.

As I Wrote
By Michele Tingley

By Donna Gartshore
All You Need is Love

(and a Good Imagination)
By Glynis Belec

Kiss me and kiss me again, for your love is sweeter than wine.
~ Song of Solomon 1:2, NLT

I’m all about love. I love love. “All we need is love! Love is all we 
need,” so said the Beatles. I sometimes call people “Love” as a 
term of endearment. “And the greatest of these is love,” so says 
the Bible in 1 Corinthians 13:13b.

That said, I am not much into romance writing. Mind you, I do like 
to read books with a hint of romance—okay sometimes a deeper 
love connection is fine too. Just don’t make it too predictable and 
don’t have it lack morals and values.

For fear of coming off sounding like some highfalutin, pompous, 
stiff-necked writer, I am not criticizing romance writers. It’s a gift 
to be able to write in such an intimate genre, yet to do it for God’s 
glory. To me, good romance must have an underlying value system 
to keep my attention. I don’t like reading steamy sex scenes or 
feasting my mind on words that are something I would cover up if 
I knew someone was looking over my shoulder.

I find romance novels that are true to the heart with a little 
implied desire—nothing too explicit—far more appealing to me 
than a blatant in-your-face story.

Writing a softer romance is more challenging, though. You need 
to create heartfelt situations, but you also need to use self-control 
and words that make you focus on God’s gift of love rather than 
sexual situations or passionate fantasy.

Perhaps a good measure for writing (and reading) romance novels 
might be Philippians 4:8 (ESV): “Whatever is true, whatever is 
honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, 
whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence, if there is 
anything worthy of praise, think about these things.”

Glynis M. Belec celebrates 
life with her husband in their 
new-to-them downsized 
home in southern Ontario. As 
an award-winning freelance 
writer, children’s author and 
custom publisher, Glynis’s days 
overflow. One of her greatest 
joys is helping new writers on 
their journey to discovery.

Donna Gartshore loves reading and writing. She writes 
inspirational romance for the Love Inspired line of Harlequin 
Romance and also writes short stories and devotions. She often 
veers off to the book section in the grocery store when she 
should be buying food. Donna loves spending time with her 
daughter, participating in Bible study groups, Sunday family 
suppers, and talking about books and writing with anyone who’s 
interested.

http://www.gracemademeholy.com.
http://www.gracemademeholy.com.
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Some people think that romance is a 
shallow genre not to be taken seriously. 
I must admit that I’ve had that opinion 
myself on occasion. Yet the huge 
readership and demand for romance 
fiction tells a different story. Perhaps 
romance as a genre has been misjudged.
 
My family sometimes tease me, asking, 
“Why do you write romance again?” 
It is well known in our family that my 
husband is the more romantic partner. 
He loves to hold hands, give me flowers, 
or write me little notes that I find hidden 
around the house. I sometimes complain 
when he wants to watch a romantic 
movie with me. I prefer sci-fi to “one of 
those sappy romances.”

Yet ironically, here I am, writing an 
article about writing romance . . . 
because that’s what I do! My novels 
thus far tend to fall into the romantic 
suspense category, usually containing 
some type of danger or intrigue besides 
the romance, but each plot is strongly 
driven by the romantic relationships. It 
seems these are the stories that emerge 
when I sit down to write.

I like to think there are multiple layers 
to each story, and although romance 
is key, it isn’t the only element 
driving the plot. My characters find 
themselves in situations that go beyond 
misunderstandings or the challenges 
of a difficult childhood. Prostitution, 
alcoholism, pornography, abuse, 
unfaithfulness, cults, and promiscuity 
have all found their way into my writing, 
not because I like the shock value, 
but because these are real topics that 
plague believers and non-believers alike, 
despite a tendency to avoid talking 
about them in Christian circles. This is 
where grace comes in. I love to weave 
that element into most stories—the fact 
that Jesus’ grace is enough.

I also prefer telling the story from 
multiple points of view. I just find this 
more interesting than one POV, or 
even the typical two-point perspective 
of many romance novels. I think I first 
noticed how engaging this can be when 
I read a book by Maeve Binchy that 

contained multiple POVs. (I don’t 
remember the title, unfortunately.) 
I was struck by how rich the story 
was when seen from many angles. 
Even though the plot moved 
steadily forward, a totally different 
perspective opened up as readers 
gained insight and sympathy for each 
character. I realize one has to be very 
careful when writing this way, and 
I don’t recommend head-hopping 
during a scene. I intentionally map 
out each scene’s POV with an 
overall timeline until they intersect 
at various points. There is great 
satisfaction when all points weave 
together at the end.

Salvation is another important, 
if not essential, element in my 
fictional work. Of the nine romance 
novels that I’ve had published so 
far, all contain at least one main 
character who begins the story as 
a nonbeliever but then comes to 
Christ. In effect, Jesus romances 
them, drawing them into a 
relationship or deepening the one 
that already exists.

I am most gratified when readers 
share what a particular book has 
meant to them. Although my work 
isn’t world famous, I have had 
occasion to hear from readers. I 
know I’m on the right track when I 
get an unsolicited review or, better 
yet, a personal email or note. 
Often, readers comment on how 
a character’s particular struggle 
resonated with them or how 
authentic they felt the book was. 
It’s one aspect of writing romance 
that is very meaningful. Romance 
doesn’t have to be soft or sappy. 
Romance can be the perfect vehicle 
for conflict, struggle, and growth—
all the things necessary for a good 
story.

Romance writers don’t need to 
hang their heads in shame. If you 
write romance, own it, because it’s 
meeting a real need. And . . . if I’m 
honest, I do love a good romance. 
Perhaps I’m a romantic after all.
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By Tracy Krauss

Tracy Krauss writes gritty, thought 
provoking, faith-based fiction that combines 
romance with a twist of suspense and a 
touch of humour. It’s ‘fiction on the edge, 
without crossing the line.’ Check out her 
website http://tracykrauss.com or novels, 
stage plays and more.

APPLY NOW!

THE JANETTE OKE AWARD
Deadline: Midnight, August 31, 2020

Janette Oke is a lifetime member of InScribe and some members have long wished to 
honor her faith, writing career, and Christian commitment, which have impacted millions 
around the world. This award will be presented at our 2020 ICWF Fall Conference. 

This award will be presented to someone who is a member of InScribe, demonstrates 
a strong Christian commitment, a desire to impact society with family and Christ-like 
values in their work, and is innovative or brave in their chosen genre. The committee is 
not looking for someone in a similar genre, but someone with a sense of commitment, 
conviction, and a strong desire to persevere in their field.

This award was first presented in 2016. The award is: 
• Presented every second year (as donated funds permit)
• Open to any current members (or those who renew their membership at the time of 

submitting their award application.)
• A minimum of $250 dollars cash, depending on donations received specifically for 

award

JANETTE OKE AWARD APPLICATION
1. Fill out the online application form
2. Write the required essay and submit
3. Provide two references that know your writing (we prefer one to be an Inscribe 

member)
4. Please submit a short bio and a picture with your application
5. Submit by email to: president@inscribe.org, subject line: JANETTE OKE AWARD

For further details, check InScribe’s website: https://inscribe.org/janette-oke-award/

THE BARNABAS FELLOWSHIP
Application Deadline: Midnight, August 31, 2020

The Barnabas Fellowship is an annual grant of $250 presented to a current InScribe member to enable 
them to make further progress in their writing. It is named for Barnabas, a co-worker with the Apostle 
Paul. His story is found in the book of Acts. Barnabas means “encourager,” which coincides with the 
purpose of this award.

The Barnabas Fellowship grant is awarded each year at the InScribe Fall Conference. With summer 
upon us, it’s time to get working on your application. The rules, guidelines, and online application form 
can be found on our website at https://inscribe.org/contests/barnabas-award/.

“I know I’m on the 
right track when I 
get an unsolicited 
review or, better yet, 
a personal email or 
note. Often, readers 
comment on how a 
character’s particular 
struggle resonated 
with them or how 
authentic they felt the 
book was.” 

http://tracykrauss.com
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As a reader, what attracts you to a 
fictional hero or heroine, particularly 
in a romance? Is it his or her vividly 
described physical appearance? A 
particular character trait? Or are 
you attracted to an offbeat sense of 
humour? I would love to hear your 
responses.

While you think about that, please allow 
me to share my personal preferences. 
Whether reading or writing, the 
first thing I look for in a character is 
relatability. I want to identify with each 
hero and heroine in some way, even 
if I don’t like them in the beginning. 
The ones I appreciate most have some 
of the same faults I do and shared 
weaknesses make it easy for me to 
relate to them.

Another aspect of identification with 
a character is respect. Catherine 
Marshall’s classic novel Christy 
stirred my teenaged soul many, 
many years ago. Christy’s courage 
and determination in leaving 
her comfortable home to teach 
impoverished children in the rugged 
Appalachians sparked a desire to be as 
brave as she was. My admiration for her 
grew with each page, and the story lit 
a slow-burning fire to write stories that 
could move others’ hearts. However, 
I did not, at first, appreciate Dr. Neill 
MacNeill. More on him later.

Physical appearance is important, 
of course, especially in romance. In 
describing how a character looks, I 
like to sketch lightly to allow a reader 
to imagine their own version rather 
than drawing every detail—which 
can become confusing or off-putting. 
My preference is for impressionistic 
descriptions rather than photographic. 
But if you prefer to read photo-like 
details of characters’ appearances, your 
faithful readers will gravitate to the 

same. Either way, our characters need 
to be realistic and easy for readers to 
visualize. I love it when readers say my 
characters are so real they’d recognize 
them on the street.

Everyone has their own idea of 
beauty and can fill in any descriptive 
blanks. This does not excuse laziness 
in portraying a hero/heroine, but I 
become bored when I read a long, 
all-points bulletin description of 
physical attributes. My interest quickly 
dissipates if the romance is based 
solely on appearance. First impressions 
can be deceptive and people change. 
After all, an exterior facade can spark 
interest like kindling does in a fire, but 
without the substantial fire wood of 
a meaningful relationship, flames will 
soon fizzle and die. Don’t we all want 
love to last a lifetime?

Which brings me to what I believe are 
the most important characteristics 
for heroes and heroines: faith and a 
willingness to grow/change. Or at least 
the ability to change, even if grudgingly. 
Remember Dr. MacNeill from Christy? 
When he entered the story, my young 
self did not like him. At all. His gruff, 
unkempt exterior made me cringe for 
Christy when she had to deal with him, 
and his bitterness against God infected 
his life and repelled me. I won’t give 
away the ending in case you’re one of 
maybe five people who haven’t read 
the story, but God did what needed 
to be done, and the doctor eventually 
changed—a heart-warming tale of His 
amazing grace and one I will never 
forget. Christy and other faith-filled 
novels set the bar heaven-high for 
me and created a desire to write 
unforgettable stories of faith.

One last thing I need to mention. In 
order to make our lead characters real, 
we need to know them—thoroughly. 

Here are two of several available 
online questionnaires for getting to 
know our characters. https://www.
freelancewriting.com/creative-writing/
questions-for-creating-character-
development/ and https://www.
creative-writing-now.com/writing-
character-profiles.html.

Taking the time to answer thought-
provoking questions about our lead 
characters, those wonderful heroes and 
heroines, will help them come to vivid 
life—and may bring other characters 
with them. Viva la series!

“Not that I have already obtained all 
this, or have already arrived at my goal, 
but I press on to take hold of that for 
which Christ Jesus took hold of me” 
(Philippians 3:12, NIV).

Kathleen Friesen and her husband recently 
moved back to Saskatchewan to spend 
quality time with family while renovating 
and exploring new places. Kathleen writes 
contemporary stories of faith that can 
overcome tough trials and deep heartaches. 
Her desire is for her readers to see 
themselves in the characters of her stories 
and to realize that Jesus Christ is everyone’s 
true hero.

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
kathleenefriesen
Website: https://kathleenfriesen.weebly.
com/
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Belinda retired in 2015 from a fulfilling 
32-year career with Christian Horizons, 
an organization dedicated to creating 
communities of belonging for people 
with intellectual disabilities. Now she 
keeps busy with a small pie business, 
hosting a writers’ group called the 
Writers’ Nest in her home, singing on 
a worship team, being a grandmother, 
delighting in many friendships, and 
volunteering for various causes. Writing 
and reading are lifelong pleasures.

“Keep working at writing better and more consistently.” 

~ Belinda  Burston

“Use your words.” When Belinda heard 
this recently, she took it as direction from 
the Lord to use her love of words for His 
Kingdom. She has always loved using words, 
having started at age eleven with her own 
unpublished book of poetry and short 
stories. Her high school English teacher 
noticed her ability and encouraged her to 
study journalism. Belinda went her own 
way, but eventually came back to her 
first love. “In the year 2000, I attended a 
conference called God Uses Ink, sponsored 
by the magazine Faith Today.”

Belinda began to practice writing and 
landed her first paying assignment in 
2007, writing an Author Profile column for 
Maranatha News. She continued to write 
for the monthly magazine for two years. 
This led to another opportunity—writing 
the speech as a volunteer for the Lesley K. 
Tarr Award for The Word Guild. She started 
with author Rudy Wiebe, who had also 
recently won the Charles Taylor Prize for 
Literary Non-Fiction. “Preparation for each 
year’s speech involved research on each 
recipient, including interviewing many. The 
privilege of connecting with so many writers 
of influence personally was a tremendous 
experience.”

Using her words well for several years in her 
blog, whateverhesays.blogspot.com, led to 
winning “The Best Religion and Philosophy 
Blog” Award in 2014 from The Word Guild. 
Although she doesn’t blog as frequently, 
she still loves to connect with readers and 
encourage them in their faith. “My primary 
genre is blog posts related to personal 
experience and occasional articles. I try 
to write in a way that is honest, inviting, 
natural, and devoid of Christian jargon—just 
as one person to another.”

Belinda wrote professionally while working 
in social services. Her article, co-written 
with writer Dave Hingsburger, “Faith, 
Freedom, and Fealty,” has been published 
internationally and is now part of the 
mandatory training for support workers 
in the organization for which she used to 
work.

Since retiring in 2015 and launching a 
small business, Belinda has discovered 
several more opportunities to use her 
words, and her desire is to use them well. 
Her previously streamlined and focused 
words are now dispersed into a rainbow, 
spilling light and colour on several different 
needs and people groups. “Marketing and 
connecting with my online customer base 

involves writing.” She also edits her 
husband’s material for his charitable 
organization. Additionally, she writes 
letters to a dear friend who has Down’s 
syndrome, and she considers this an 
important way to write her words well. 
Even Facebook posts in the voice of dogs 
who visit her home as temporary guests 
are fair game for writing. People enjoy 
carrying on conversations with the furry 
friends. “The dog stories have a small 
following, and I love bringing light-
hearted stories into a world that needs a 
touch of light and humour.”

Writing for an audience is rewarding, 
especially when she hears from a reader 
that she has touched or encouraged 
someone. But Belinda also finds that 
journalling is a good use of words, as 
it helps her to process her feelings and 
resolve problems.

Belinda has some guidelines in place to 
keep her on track. She hosts a writer’s 
group, “The Writer’s Nest” in her home, 
is an active member of both InScribe and 
The Word Guild, and has several writing 
mentors, including a 20-year-old friend 
who “should be my mentor,” she says, 
with her daily writing habit. “I need to be 
accountable to her!”

“Connect with others, and seek their 
feedback,” advises Belinda. “Join a 
writers’ group, attend conferences! And, 
of course, read excellent writing. It really 
will improve your own.” Letting a piece 
rest and coming back to rewrite before 
hitting “Send” is a lesson she has also 
learned over the years.

“Keep working at writing better and 
more consistently,” is the advice Belinda 
gives herself as she continues to use her 
words—her rainbow of light-filled and 
colourful words for God’s glory.

By Kathleen Friesen A Rainbow of Words
By Pam Mytroen

https://www.freelancewriting.com/creative-writing/questions-for-creating-character-development/
https://www.freelancewriting.com/creative-writing/questions-for-creating-character-development/
https://www.freelancewriting.com/creative-writing/questions-for-creating-character-development/
https://www.freelancewriting.com/creative-writing/questions-for-creating-character-development/
https://www.creative-writing-now.com/writing-character-profiles.html
https://www.creative-writing-now.com/writing-character-profiles.html
https://www.creative-writing-now.com/writing-character-profiles.html
http://whateverhesays.blogspot.com
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What, me, a romance writer? No, that’s 
not my genre . . . or is it? I write historical 
fiction with a thread of romance woven in. 
Some argue romance is nothing more than 
women’s fiction; others have been less kind, 
labelling it fluff and escapism. Then there’s 
the extreme view, dismissing it as erotica 
or disguised pornography. Romance writing 
has thrived for many years and will continue 
to gain momentum.

So why are some writers defensive when 
it comes to admitting they write romance, 
or they resist being labeled a romance 
writer? Clearly, there’s a perceived negative 
connotation.

To get a better perspective, I looked up 
what Romance Writers of America has to 
say—quite a lot, actually. They state in 
their preamble that the ideal plot revolves 
around two people developing romantic 
love and moving toward building a lasting 
relationship. The implication is clear: first 
comes the physical attraction (romance), 
followed by the relationship (emotions).

But what is romantic love and how does a 
Christian writer expound on this concept in 
a tasteful, yet meaningful, way? Allow me 
to interject a few enlightening comments 
from a focus group on romance writing at 
the September 2019 InScribe conference.

One member commented that Christian 
romance incorporates three threads to 
make a complete and compelling novella: 
a spiritual journey, a historical journey, 
and a romantic journey. Of the ten or so 
participants, most found this to be true.

Today’s readers are far more 
knowledgeable and discerning, demanding 
more from romance authors. The story 
must be believable and reflect both the 
protagonist’s good and bad traits. As one 
member mentioned, the author must 
establish conflict early on, typically between 
the two main characters. Creating a run-of-
the mill or average villain is disaster in the 
making. There must be genuine friction and 
discord, forcing our good guy (or gal) to dig 
deep within themselves.
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Whenever young or aspiring writers ask me how they can 
get into writing and see their work published, they’re usually 
dreaming about a book deal. There seems to be a sense that 
freelancing is something only journalists do, or that having 
your name attached to an article or short story is somehow 
less admirable, less satisfying, and less career-propelling 
than having it on a book cover. What an unfortunate 
misconception!

Freelance writing can serve as a track that leads to writing 
books, a track you travel down while writing books, or, as 
many have discovered, a track to concentrate on because it 
provides so many opportunities to get published frequently 
and widely. I freelanced for over ten years before my first 
book was published in 2007 and have even worked on book 
projects on a freelance basis. Generally referred to as work 
for hire, these are assignments for which you get paid a 
lump sum for your writing and don’t receive royalties later. 
They can translate into valuable connections for future 
assignments.

Still, if you’ve never freelanced, the idea may seem daunting. 
Where do you start? What should you expect? What are 
some of the challenges? I’ve broken it all down into three 
main interlocking areas freelancers manage: administration, 
creative work, and marketing. Without the words you 
artfully string together to write stories (unless you’re writing 
technical material, it’s all stories, whether fiction or non-
fiction, yours or someone else’s), you wouldn’t have anything 
to try to market. However, if you don’t first approach writing 
as a professional, you won’t land assignments, get paid, or 
get published. After you’ve written, if you don’t promote 
your work and network with others in the industry, you will 
struggle to get published again in the future.

ADMINISTRATION
You must approach freelancing as a business. You can’t 
escape the nitty gritty of negotiating rights and rates, 
following up on late payments, providing good customer 
service, observing tax rules, and many other details.

In my next column, I’ll share some tips on landing—and 
delivering—first-rate assignments and establishing yourself 
as a professional, as well as avoiding common pitfalls.

CREATIVE WORK
Writers and magicians have something in common. We 

don’t do the impossible, but through practice, practice, and 
more practice, we make the impossible look easy. When we 
deliver our stories well, we delight, surprise, or stimulate our 
audiences.

Writing is hard work. Like the magician, we hone our craft 
over time and learn techniques that work, but we can’t 
cut corners or skip steps. In any creative field—calligraphy, 
playing the violin, sewing, and even engineering—there are 
rules that must be followed to create what finally looks like 
effortless magic. Passion and imagination are vital, but if left 
to run wild, they will not accomplish much.

In my third column, we’ll take a close look at some ways to 
develop your writing skills, as well as polishing your work 
before you submit it for publication.

MARKETING & NETWORKING
There is no use in being good at what you do if you don’t 
know who wants your work and how to sell it to them. 
Successful freelancing requires learning about markets, 
knowing what readers are looking for, and building 
relationships with publishers and editors.

Understand that marketing isn’t only about promoting your 
writing, but also establishing a reputation as an excellent 
supplier. My fourth column will look at some practical ways 
to do that.

You don’t have to quit your current job to try freelancing. 
Start with one assignment and see how it goes. Every journey 
needs a first step!

Ann-Margret Hovsepian 
lives in Montreal and 
has been freelancing for 
about 25 years. She has 
had hundreds of articles 
published in a wide variety 
of (mainly Christian) 
magazines and is the 
author and/or illustrator of 
several books. She serves 
as managing editor of the 
Christian Freelance Writers 
Network blog.

Three Spheres of Freelancing
By Ann-Margret Hovsepian

By Robert Stermscheg

Our hero or heroine encounters various 
obstacles, which serve to reveal weaknesses 
and shortcomings, but eventually their 
efforts and perseverance lead to satisfying 
results: a strong and resilient protagonist 
we can all root for.

What makes Christian romance unique 
and challenging is evoking the romantic 
aspect without being too explicit. As most 
of the readers (typically) are women, they 
naturally crave that aspect of a relationship: 
to be charmed, wooed, and appreciated, 
especially if that is lacking in their own 
personal lives.

And for us men—truth be told—the idea of 
romance shouldn’t come across as distant, 
far-fetched, or as drudgery. If we’re being 
honest, what was it really that drew us 
to our future mate in the first place? It 
certainly wasn’t watching more sports on 
TV or catching one more action movie at 
the local theatre. We realized that paying 
attention to her many attributes and 
spending some quality time—out of our 
comfort zone—was actually stimulating and 
rewarding.

And, of course, the spiritual element, that 
vital component of a Christian life, is sadly 
lacking in many secular romance novels. 
Whereas these romance writers focus on 
physical attraction, Christian writers can 
thrive by incorporating elements such as 
forgiveness, integrity, and hope.

A few members pointed out how some 
writers have come out swinging too hard, 
blatantly inserting Bible verses at every 
opportunity. The story needs to be fleshed 
out without bombarding the reader with 
heavy doses of scripture. Sermonizing often 
drives readers away, rather than inviting 
them to appreciate the circumstances 
outlined in the narrative.

Astute and successful Christian writers 
have grasped the idea of being subtle and 
innovative, inserting a spiritual concept at 
the appropriate moment. They’ve honed 
their craft. Therefore, the reader can find 
comfort and encouragement through their 

writing, rather than being condemned by 
yet another biblical idiom. One of the best 
ways is by validating the hero/heroine’s 
struggles, which will ultimately reveal 
their integrity and character. Lastly, their 
actions are vindicated through their faith in 
God. Clearly, they’ve endured temptation, 
found ways to persevere, and transformed 
themselves into overcomers.

As the couple carves out their physical 
relationship, a Christian romance writer 
can effectively blend their emotional and 
historical journey by coupling it with a 
strong and vibrant spiritual context.

So, to sum up, am I a romance writer? Well, 
I’m a romantic at heart, so my wife tells 
me. Sure, I appreciate those elements in 
our relationship, and if I look closely, I’ve 
incorporated some into my work.
Let’s keep romance alive—in our 
relationships, as well as in our writing!

Robert Stermscheg was a police officer in a 
major Canadian city and retired after serving 
for twenty-six years. His long-time passion 
has been to write fiction, as well as do some 
translation work. Robert has published two 
historical fiction novels (translated from 
German into English) with Word Alive Press, as 
well as stories with Chicken-Soup-for-the Soul. 
You can reach him on Facebook, LinkedIn or 
through his website, www.robertstermscheg.
com.

http://www.robertstermscheg.com.
http://www.robertstermscheg.com.
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I’ll always remember a sermon at my home church that forever 
changed how I read the Bible. The passages, particularly when 
Jesus taught, healed, and fellowshipped with His disciples, 
came vibrantly alive with detail. Importantly, I grew closer to 
understanding who this man Jesus is, and how much love He has 
for me—for us. The Bible became living words of love.

That day, my pastor taught on how to observe scripture through 
our senses. As a writer, I straightened in my seat. How had I not 
applied this before? I enjoy writing description. Finding words to 
evoke emotion, convey meaning, and establish mood through 
all five senses—sight, sound, smell, touch, and taste—is not only 
fun, but also brings me fully into the story. I become immersed in 
the writing process, creating a place that I hope will captivate my 
readers.

Later, I immersed myself in Luke’s story of the bleeding woman 
healed by touching Jesus’ cloak (Luke 8:41-48). What did the 
bleeding woman see? Luke describes the crowd almost crushing 
Jesus. How did the bleeding woman find Jesus? Did she see 
sunlight glimmer on Jesus’ cloak? Then, with warm hope in her 
heart, reach out and touch it? Was the cloak’s texture soft or 
rough against her dry fingers? Did she no longer hear the shouts 
and the smell of sweat from the crowd the instant her body 
was healed? Did she take in a breath and her mouth taste of 
fresh water? When she understands she cannot go unnoticed, 
trembling she falls at Jesus’ feet (v. 47). Did her fear cause her to 
fall heavy on stony ground, scrapping her knees? Or did she sense 
only Jesus’ love, and feel tears of gratitude flow down her flushed 
face?

When immersing ourselves in this scene during our Bible reading 
and asking ourselves what we see, hear, smell, touch, and taste, 
the story becomes alive and gripping. In other words, we’re 
hooked! And isn’t that what we would like to do as writers? We 
want to gratify our readers with exhilarating but personal and 
believable stories. Especially when writing romance, we want to 
draw our readers into scenes that evoke those uncomfortable, 
exhilarating, and stomach-fluttering feelings of falling in love. It 
is the sensory details we write that brings our romance stories to 
life.

Deep sensory details create vivid, relatable, and unforgettable 
scenes for your reader. When writing a scene of tension between 
your characters, instead of explaining feelings, we can show 
our character’s emotions by their reactions to the setting. For 
example, her anxiety (will he still love me now that he knows 
my secret?) or his anger (how could she lie to me?) can be 
shown through sensory details, such as she hears an ambulance 
siren and his coffee tastes bitter. The tension is amplified when 
the characters favourite coffee shop setting becomes full of 
aggravating noises, pungent smells, and sour foods. Theses 
concrete sensory details are relatable and draw readers into your 

scenes. When we allow the description to speak for itself, we show 
instead of tell—a must in excellent story writing!

To show romance, touching is essential. We write how our 
characters touch physically. We can emotionally deepen those 
touch scenes by revealing the sensations the characters receive 
from touching or being touched. When your character physically 
touches the person she loves, what sensations is she feeling? 
Luke’s gospel tells us that when the bleeding woman touched 
Jesus’ robe, she felt her bleeding stop. We also know that Jesus 
felt her touch although many people were crowding and pressing 
against Him (v. 45). Her touch released power from Him (v. 46). The 
captivating sensory details of this story deepen our understanding 
of Jesus’ healing power through faith in Him. It is a vivid love story 
of the One who is perfect love. 

The Bible’s descriptive writing enables readers to experience 
God’s love through their senses. Like any good love story, God’s 
story is full of relationships, tension, and a happy ending! As 
Christian writers, our romance stories can reflect Jesus by bringing 
His enduring love alive within our readers. Then our stories, too, 
become living words of love.
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By Lynn J Simpson

Lynn J. Simpson understands the need for creating spaces for rest, 
renewal, and transformation. She’s rarely without her camera, 
capturing breathing spaces to share. She’s published Breathing 
Spaces: A 21-Day Journal of Rest, Reflection and Renewal and 
30-Day Journal of Thankfulness, Success & Joy, and contributed 
to Short and Sweet Too (Grace Publishing, 2017). Read Lynn’s 
musings on faith, hope, and love on her blog (lynnjsimpson.com).

Nina has been a member of Inscribe since 2014. Very early as 
a new member I saw a lot of potential in Nina as an editor for 
FellowScript. Her commitment to excellence in organization, 
grammar, and attention to detail were above average.

Nina shares that InScribe has provided many opportunities to 
further her writing career. The 2015 FellowScript Writing Course 
led to the publication of a poem, an article, and a book review. 
Her articles won the 2015 Spring and Summer FellowScript 
Writing Contests. In the fall of 2015, both her non-fiction article 
and her short story won third-place in the InScribe Fall Contest. 
She was also awarded the Barnabas Fellowship. 

Nina became the Columns Editor for FellowScript in September 
2015. She contributed two articles to the first InScribe 
anthology, 7 Essential Habits of Christian Writers.

Then Nina took on the challenge of teaching a workshop on 
writing habits at the 2016 Saskatoon WorDshop. This led to her 
teaching a workshop at our InScribe Fall Conference and sitting 
on the panel of editors.

Nina says her favorite Bible story is from Luke 10:38-42 about 
Mary and Martha. She refers often to these verses in her writing,  
reminding herself and others of the importance of spending time 
at the feet of Jesus. Her desire is to spend that time with Him so 
that she can bless, comfort, and encourage her readers.

Nina continues to work on expanding her writing and publishing 
credits. She is working towards publishing her Christian romance 
novel that is set in the frontier era on the Canadian Prairies. Her 
main character is loosely based on the prairie poet, Edna Jaques. 
After reading about the life and strength of character of Edna, 
Nina realized her story would provide a great foundation for the 
frontier novel she has been itching to write. 

When I first approached Nina about becoming my replacement, 

she was reticent. After much prayer and reflection, she 
finally agreed to take over leadership of FellowScript in the 
fall of 2016.

Nina has been tireless in her pursuit of being an above 
average leader and editor in her time with FellowScript.

In addition to the breadth and depth she has added to our 
magazine, she is a mother, grandmother and wife.

When Nina and I discussed her retirement and my return 
as editor with ICWF president, Tracy Krauss, we did not 
realize how timely the change would be.

Sadly, as Nina leaves her position, she has been thrust into 
the unwelcome surprise of her husband being diagnosed in 
the later stages of cancer.  At the writing of this tribute, her 
husband is in Palliative Care.   

Our thoughts and prayer are with you and your family, 
Nina.  We are ever grateful for your time as editor.

By Sheila Webster

Martha, Martha ... you are 
worried and upset about 
many things, but only one 
thing is needed. Mary has 
chosen what is better, and it 
will not be taken away from 
her. Luke 10:41-42

http://lynnjsimpson.com)
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Janis Cox recently published her new book.  The ebook ver-
sion came out in March 2020. 

This book was birthed from the podcasts she had done for 
HopeStream Radio which was under the direction of Ron 
Hughes at the time.

All the artwork was done by Janis herself.
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Part 1: Culture Meets Culture
By Sandi Somers

“When a foreigner lives with you in your land, don’t take advantage 
of him. 

Treat the foreigner the same as a native.
 Love him like one of your own.

 Remember that you were once foreigners in Egypt. 
I am GOD, your God.”

~Leviticus 19:34-35 (MSG)

Immigration is a global issue. Many countries are rapidly increasing 
in multicultural complexity. In Canada, immigrants make up over 
twenty percent of our population. However, this phenomenon is 
not paralleled by including different ethnic groups in writing. It has 
recently come to my attention that some publishers prefer authors 
to write novels that feature white/Caucasian protagonists. There 
has been a recent upsurge in stories including our Indigenous 
peoples, but immigrants and other visible minorities are often 
overlooked. 

The reason? Perhaps it is much easier to read about people like 
ourselves, whose frame of reference is more familiar. We can 
be afraid of the unknown in “the other,” fear going beyond the 
comfort zone of our own world views and carefully guarded biases. 
We may be reluctant to challenge our assumptions and shift our 
perspectives.  

As Christian writers, we have the unique opportunity to address 
this deficit and to engage more deeply with those of different 
ethnicities. We can write about our immigrants and refugees from 
God’s perspective. In doing so, we can be a vehicle for God’s love 
to reach our readers with the potential for understanding and 
social and spiritual change.

Our opportunities will require us to examine the issues and 
alternative futures for both populations. 

In my work with immigrants and refugees, I have seen their many 
challenges in learning English. I have come alongside them in their 
trauma from wars or persecution. I have encountered gender and 
race issues, and family violence. I have cringed when discrimination 
prevents qualified immigrants from being hired because of colour 
or poor language skills. 

But refugees have also told me how safe they feel in Canada. 
I have witnessed their resilience, bravery, survival skills, and a 
commitment to “make it” and become Canadian citizens. I have 
known some Canadians to reach out in compassion as they sponsor 
refugees, become friends with their foreign-born neighbours, and 
welcome some of them into their extended families. 

Both fiction and nonfiction authors can bring these perspectives 
and insights into their works. Fiction writers can create characters 
from different ethnic groups whose viewpoints and issues are 
filled with tension, insecurities, and misunderstanding. As these 
characters falter and succeed, writers can plot how both Canadians 
and immigrants can grow and their futures become transformed.  

Nonfiction writers can feature immigrants in personal essays, 
interview articles, and devotionals in which we answer: “How has 
God transformed me? How has God come into the lives of those 
with whom I come into contact?” 

All of this requires us to be compassionate and to love our many 
ethnic groups as God loves them. It may mean taking first steps for 
refugees. When we hear of a war erupting in some country, Canada 
will soon receive refugees—bewildered, traumatized, needing 
help in navigating a new and unfamiliar territory. It is here that 
we can volunteer with immigrant-serving agencies, host a family, 
accompany them to appointments, and become their friends. 
Compassion may also mean facing social justice issues head-on. In 
doing so, we are the hands and feet of Jesus. 

God gave us His model. He told the Israelites to “love (the 
foreigner) like one of your own.” In our own writing, we can do 
no less. Therefore, in this series of columns, I will explore some 
of the many concepts of cross-cultural understanding. I will also 
include new developments in spiritual principles that can facilitate 
transformation.

Growing Through God’s Word provides soul-nourishing morsels for 
those hungry to grow their faith and see God at work in their lives.                                                                        
-JANINE UNGVARSKY

Growing Through Gods Word
By Janis Cox

On any given day in the InScribe family, people are writing and 
dreaming of what they will write. On ordinary days, even on a 
Monday at the home of some hard working writer, a box will 
arrive of their newly birthed work.

March 30, 2020, in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan was such a day for 
Carol Elaine Harrison and her friend Ruth Keighley. Glynis M. 
Belec tells  what intrigued her while reading their book. 

Straight paths. We all want those as we journey through life. 
But staying out of the ditches is virtually impossible when life 
is filled with so many twists and turns. Carol Elaine Harrison 
and Ruth Keighley have done a masterful job of presenting 
down-to-earth short stories that proclaim God’s goodness and 
mercy. From angels in tow trucks, discovering siblings, life-
changing accidents, unexpected friends, miracle babies, to a 
pregnant Mama lying on her back in the basement after the 
stairs crumbled—these are real stories. Stories that encourage 
readers to slow down and pay attention; to understand that 
God is in control, and to be still and know that He really is a God 
who travels with us, even on those crooked paths. Making the 
Crooked Places Straight is well-written and God-honouring. 

-Glynis M Belec Award-winning author, Freelance writer and 
Publisher

Making the Crooked Places Straight
By Carol Harrison and Ruth Keighley

Sandi Somers has a passion 
for people of different 
cultures. She lived in 
Colombia, South America 
for two years, and has 
engaged in a number of 
short-term mission trips. 
As she taught English to 
immigrants and refugees, 
her passions led her to focus 
her MEd program on cross-
cultural communication and 
cultural psychology. 
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As I begin this series of articles, I do so 
with a humble thank you to our InScribe 
executive. The theme I will write on is 
writing as healing, and it is one close to my 
heart. The series title is, Writing to Heal 
Yourself.

We need not confine our writing to be done 
only for other people. Writers may write for 
their own personal enjoyment and healing 
as well. Both readers and writers can enjoy 
writing as healing and benefit from it.

Emotional upheavals, traumatic events, 
and grief issues, are obstacles to moving 
forward in life. Composing our own story 
can set us free from these restrictions. 
Writing to Heal Yourself is all about your 
story. The twist in this is you write your 
story about yourself and to yourself. I’ll 
explain as the series proceeds.

In November 2017, a gynaecologist 
confirmed my wife had uterine cancer. 
This came as a shock to us. This would be 
her second experience with cancer. Her 
surgery took place in January 2018. She 
has been cancer free since then. My way 
of processing life-changing experiences 
is to write about them. From December 
2017 to March 2018, I wrote a series on 
my blog, Scarred Joy, about our experience 
with cancer (https://wordpress.com/block-
editor/post/scarredjoy.ca/519).1  These blog 
posts were in reality my first conscious 
experiences of writing as healing.

Since my wife’s cancer, I have become 
driven to share with people the 
transformational power writing as healing 
can have in one’s life. In my research on 
this theme, I came across a book by James 

W. Pennebaker and John F. Evans, called, 
Expressive Writing: Words that Heal. 2

Dr. James Pennebaker has been a leading 
researcher in emotional or expressive 
writing since the 1980s. His area of focus is 
on traumatic experiences in life. He teamed 
with Dr. Evans to rewrite his original book, 
Writing to Heal (2004).

This series will highlight expressive writing 
as an effective tool in helping people move 
forward in life. To gain greater familiarity 
with expressive writing, I encourage 
readers to avail themselves of the book by 
Pennebaker and Evans.

First, in this article, I am introducing 
an overview of Pennebaker’s four-day 
expressive writing exercises. Without 
going into depth, I am listing the steps 
in the exercises. The typical approach to 
expressive writing is through the following 
process: 3 
• First and second day - allow yourself at 

least twenty minutes for writing.
• Do not share your writing with anyone
• Be sure to allow a few minutes after 

writing to relax and reflect on your 
writing.

• The topic remains the same for both 
the first and second days.

• Third day - you will shift your writing 
so you are considering the topic from 
a different perspective or a different 
point of view.

• Fourth day - Think about the events, 
issues, thoughts, and feelings you 
disclosed.

• Be honest with yourself about this 
upheaval.

• Write your expressive writing 
experience into a meaningful story.

Future articles will discuss important 
matters to consider when one participates 
in expressive writing. One of these matters, 
rumination, is interesting. Rumination is 
a state of mind one must be free from to 
move forward in life.4  I will close the series 
with insights I have gleaned from my study 
of writing as healing. This will include future 
projects I hope to pursue.

Expressive Writing
By Alan Anderson

Endnotes
¹Alan Anderson, Scarred Joy Blog, (Word Press, Dec. 2017 to March 2018). 
²James W. Pennebaker, and John F. Evans, Expressive Writing: Words that Heal, ( Idyll Arbor Inc. 2014).
³James W. Pennebaker, Writing to Heal, (Rain Coast Books, Canada, 2004).
4Sandra, Marinella, The Story You Need To Tell, (New World Library, California, 2017) 166.

Alan lives in Deroche, B.C. His overall theme 
is “Touched by grief, held by hope.” He is 
co-author of Good Grief People by Angel 
Hope Publishing, 2017. In November 2018, 
he had four stories published in Story by 
Story: the Power of a Writer, Unstoppable 
Writers Publishing and has written articles 
for FellowScript. Alan is the Provincial Rep 
Liason and BC rep for InScribe. His blog: 
https://scarredjoy.ca/

(https://wordpress.com/block-editor/post/scarredjoy.ca/519
(https://wordpress.com/block-editor/post/scarredjoy.ca/519
https://scarredjoy.ca/
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Thursday Night Mixer

Keynote Presentations

Friday & Saturday Sessions
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Watch FellowScript and our website 

for more details to come.

Randal Rauser describes himself as "a broadly evangelical Christian, seminary professor,

writer, husband, dad, Canadian, animal lover, and all around nice guy (or so people tell me,

to my face anyway..."

 

He is a systematic and analytic theologian of evangelical persuasion. He is driven by

apologetic concerns and above all by the tireless pursuit of truth. The downside is that this

requires him to recognize when he is wrong (which is often) for truth is complex and it

offers us no guarantees that we shall always find it. At the same time, Randal does not

despair of finding truth, for he believes that in a profound sense Jesus Christ is the

truth.

 

For Randal, being like Jesus means knowing the truth, loving the truth, and living the truth.

As Randal seeks to live the truth, he promotes a culture of life that is anti-militaristic and

pro-family, pro-environment, anti-abortion, anti-consumerist, and pro-animal. A disciple on

the way … alas, he is not half as smart or as good or as right as he thinks he is.

 

Randal is a professor at Taylor Seminary in Edmonton and has written eleven books.Guest Speaker:

Randal Rauser

http://inscribe.org/fall-conference

